Cyxtera Digital Exchange
Enterprise control, cloud agility

Transform the way you build, operate, and scale your IT infrastructure with on-demand provisioning that reduces deployment time, increases flexibility, and accelerates your time to market.

Accelerate your time-to-solution
Deploy your IT infrastructure in minutes, not months, with click-to-provision access.

Predict and control costs
Avoid rigid contracts and costly capital investments with our predictable, monthly pricing model.

Maintain control
Unlock cloud-like agility and scale without compromising on network security, reliability, or performance.

Simplify operations
Connect and control infrastructure, networks, and services without manual setup or custom cabling.

Enhance flexibility and agility
Right-size your environment without the risk of overprovisioning space, power, or bandwidth.

Your data center on-demand
Rapidly provision high-performance compute, storage, and networking services that seamlessly extend your data center environment.

SmartCabs
Point-and-click provisioning of dedicated cabinets complete with power and connectivity.

Enterprise Bare Metal
Instantly provision high-performance servers from top-tier providers like HPE, Nutanix, and Fujitsu.

AI/ML Compute-as-a-Service
Solve for specialized workloads at scale with access to NVIDIA DGX A-100 systems in a flexible monthly model.

Enterprise Storage
Deliver data access and ownership with scalable, flexible storage in a fully managed cloud model.

Interconnection
Private, high-performance connections at software speed.

IP Connect
Unlock programmable private connections and resilient bandwidth without cabling or routing equipment.

Cyxtera Cloud Connect
Direct, secure connections to leading public cloud service providers in near real-time.
Connect from colocation

- Redundant, dual hand-off fiber connection via 1 or 10 Gbps Exchange Port.
- Seamless extension of colocation environment to all Digital Exchange services.
- 99.999% availability SLA.
- 24x7x365 monitoring, management, and support.

Connect remotely

- Blended bandwidth connection via Network as a Service, with connectivity scalable from 10 Mbps to 5 Gbps (burstable 10Gbps).
- Secure access from anywhere via IPSEC VPN tunnel and SNAT/DNAT.
- 99.999% availability SLA.
- 24x7x365 monitoring, management, and support.

Connect to the Digital Exchange from anywhere

- Programmatically customize networking policy for your application architecture—bring your own IP, and set up your networks exactly as you need them.

Experience the data center on-demand by calling us at 1-855-699-8372 or shooting us a note at sales@cyxtera.com.